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13 AIISTRACT

A nonlinear, large disturbance theory has been developed which couples, interactiv
ly, the flow through the blade passages of a turbomachine blade row and an axially dis-
orted flow field. The blade row analysis is based on the time-dependent energy equati
f the flow through the passage and includes a nonlinear description of cascade loss an
turning correlations from available experimental sources. The flow field analysis1r.o",,s the nonlinear, time-dependent equations for the vorticity and the stream

finction. Coupling of the two is accomplished through the boundary conditions by
.utual relationships between the pressure change across the blade row and the change
in vorticity in the flow field analyses.

Within the assumptions that the flow is two-dimensional and incompressible, the
urnerical solution is capable of predicting the influence of an upstream axial distor-
ion on the onset of a circumferentially rotating stall pattern for a single blade row.

rhe speed of rotation of the stall cell and the spatial attenuation of the distortion
ave are also predicted, and although the observed experimental data are generally
available only for multistage systems, the predicted results for the single blade row
re in qali.ively good agreement with the data.

The two major parts of the theory can be decoupled and the blade row analys'-s can
e performed separately. For a prescribed axial distortion measured at the blade row
inlet face, this portion of the theory predicts a circumferential pressure distribution
t the blade row exit which is in good agreement with measured exit data.
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Unsteady Fluid DUnamic Response of an

Axial-Flow Compressor Stage with Distorted Inflow

STMARYf

A nonlinear, large disturbance theory has been developed which couples,

interactively, the flow through the blade passages of a turbomachine blade

row and an axially distorted flow field. The blade row analysis is based

on the time-dependent energy equation of the flow through the passage and

includes a nonlinear description of cascade loss and turning correlations

from available experimental sources. The flow field analysis involves the

nonlinear, time-dependent equations for the vorticity and the stream function.

Coupling oi the two is accomplished through the boundary conditions by

mutual relationships between the pressure change across the blade row and

the change in vorticity in the flow field analyses.

Within the assumptions that the flow is two-dimensional and incomp:-ess-

Jble, the numerical solution is capable of predicting the influence of an

upstream axial distortion on the onset of a circumferentially rotating stall

pattern for, a single blade row. The speed of' rotation of the stall cell and

the spatial attenuation of the distortion wave are also predicted, and

although the observed experimental data are ge" lly a...al.." ble only for

multistage systems, the predicted results for the single blade row are 'rn

qualitively good agreement with the data.It
i1



lie two major parts of the theory can be decoupled and the blade row

analysis can be performed separately. For a prescribed axial distortion

measured at the blade row inlet face, this portion of the theory predicts

a circumferential pressure distribution at the blade row exit which is in

good agreement with measured exit data.

II
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INTRODUCTION 4
At its inception the object of this program was tq assess the extent to

which the performance characteristics of a compressor operating in a circuam- j
ferentlally distorted inlet flow are influenced by unsteady aerodynamic

eW'ects. A first effort (Ref. 1) concentrated on the development of an

unsteady imodel based on unsteady aerodynamic data from' an isolated airfoil,

and it was shown that a reasonable correlation could be attained between

measured and predicted circumferential pressure variations. Although this

model yielded encouraging results It was recognized that it depended strongly

on a number of intermediate transformations and assumptions to convert

Irolated airfoil data to a form compatible with compressor operation. A

more serious limitation ot" the model in Ref. 1 involved the use of measured

upstream flow properties obtained at the inlet plane during an inlet distor-

tion experiment. These upstream conditions are strongly dependent on the

presence of the blade row, as shown in Fig. 1. Here the meas,,red stall angle

parameter, a , has been plotted versus circumferential position, e , for a

180 deP distortion e.ondition analyzed in Ref. 1. The dashed line in Fig. 1

represents the an.le of attack distribution that would be measured immedi-

ately behind the distortion screen far upstream of the blade row, and the

solid line Is the actual angle of attack distribution at the blade row inlet.

IL is seen that the mutual interaction between the blade row and the circum-

ferential velocity profile far upstream of the blade row produces a further

3



distortion of large magnitude on the previously distorted flow. However,

at the conclusion of the work reported in Ref. 1 it was not possible to

predict the change in the distortion pattern as it came under the influence

of the blade row, and it was necessary to measure the upstream conditions

during, an actual distortion experiment.

One of the principal objectives of the present work is to provide the

engine designer with the analytical means to estimate the distortion toler-

ance or the distorted flow performance of a rotor, including unsteady effects,

without resorting to an expensive test program. This means the designer must

be able to prescribe a distortion far upstream of the rotor face, and the

analysis must be capable of properly modifying the distortion at the rotor

race In accordance with the coupling between the upstream flow distortion

and the downstream boundary conditions.

It was just shown (cf. Fig. I) that the coupling between the downstre3m

f'low and the upstream distortion is quite strong, and it is not possible to

prescribe the conditions at the compressor face a priori Gn the basis of

upstream distortion profile and geometry alone. Hence an effort was made to

derive an analytical method to predict the behavior of the entire coupled

flow field. Several analyses (Refs. 2, 3? 4) havy attempted to do this

using linearized theory (based on the assumption of a small disturbance

compared to the mean velocity). However, this restriction is inappropriate

for the inlet distortion problem which ha . large amplitude flow fluctuations

which could cause the compressor to operate beyond the steady-state stall



hourrlnt'y ovr'- a riIgnui'lenni. ireunrerentIn.l nf,'t,or.. Ac'(ord nOy the

present method involves a numerical solution of a set of nonlinear eqin-

tions which are not restricted by a small disturbance requirement, and which

account for the interactive influences of the blade row and the entire

distorted flow field.

In particular, the present stability analysis was initially divided

into two parts which modelled the blade row and the flow field separately.

By this means it was possible to demonstrate the validity (and tractability)

of each constituent part before attempting to couple them in a single

stability analysis.

:n the irst part the earlier blade row model of Ref. 1 was replaced

w ith a more direct representation which accounted for the presence of

nelghboring blades. This new model describes the unsteady flw through a

blade passage of either a rotor or a stator blade row. It is based on the

time-dependent energy equation of the flow through the passage and includes

a nonlinear description of cascade loss and turning correlatitons from

nvnilabli- experimental sources. Use of this model with prescribed upstream

'oridjtlons at the blade row inlet plane yielded good agreement with measured

data.

'i'he secon.I part of' he present analysis was concerned with developing

a flow f1eld model for the regions upstream and downstream of the blade row.

This model was designed to be capable of accounting for mutual interactions i

between the blade row and the upstream inlet distortion. This part consists

.5. 5
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of a nonlinear, two-dimensional, time dependent flow field analysis

involving the equations for the vorticity and the stream function.

Initially this flow field solution was decoupled from the blade row

analysis to provide a baseline transient response problem suitable for

checking out the stability of the required numerical procedures.

Finally, the two parts of the analysis were coupled. The upstream

and downstream flow transients contributed to the time-dependent blade

passage flows, and the unsteady blade row pressure rise provided a mid-

flow boundary condition for the time-dependent flow field analysis. Direct

comparisons with experiment were not made because of the lack of experimental

data on the response of an isolated rotor subjected to an upstream distor-

tion. Nevertheless, it is felt that the results show reasonable trends

which are qualitatively correct when compared with available experimental

data for a multi-stage compressor.

(4 I
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BLADE ROW ANALYSIS

lI
Consider the flow of an incompressible fluid through one of the blade {

passages shown in Fig. 2. The flow is assumed to be two-dimensioLmal, and

it enters the passage at station 1 and exits at station 2. Continuity

-equires that the flow which exists at station 2 must be equal to the flow

entering at station 1. This can be expressed by the equation

dudy U fYc

fy b

where Q is the flow rate through the passage, and the bar over the variables

U1 and U2 denotes gap-averaged quantities. Thus, the continuity equation

requires that the a,'erage axipnl velocity be a constant at everj point within

Jic blade passage

U,: U2: U (2)

In the present problem the flow through each blade passage is, in

general, unsteady. Hence the accompanying variation in energy flux through

each passage will be accounted for using the unsteady energy equation for an

incompressible fluid (cf. Eq. (2.21) in Ref. 5) flowing through a control

volume. When this eauation is rewritten in the present notation we obtain

1 2 obcdo p



where v in the first integral denotes the control volume and the notation

abcda under the line integral denotes the control surface in Pig. 2 over

which It is to be evaluated. The line integrals along the airfoils, ab and

cd, are zero because the flow is everywhere tangent to these surfaces, so

q.i-dA = 0. The remaining integrals over bc and da may be simplified by using

q,. ndA: -Udy

qz'ndA: Uzdy (

so Eq. (1) becomes

(P2+ pq?)uzdy -fpq 1 )-' %' Ud +f - u-(Lq)v-O (5

Bernoulli's equation may now be used to replace the sum of the static and

dynamic pressures at the inlet and exit planes by total pressures,

fcP2 2 dy -f PCU, dy at 2P (pq2)dij 6

The validity of the next portion of this analysis depends on our atility

to perform meaningful gap averages of many of the variables. Inherent in

this requirement is the concurrent requirement that these variables be, in

general, slowly varying circumferentially with wavelengths that are greater

than blade gap. Under these conditions the variable will simply be replaced

by its local value. For example, if both the inlet total pressure and the

inlet velocity meet this requirement, the second integral in Eq. (6) may be

8



rewritten as

fPolu,dy P fUT:FP,1 Q (7)

If the asslmption of no losses in the flow were made, the same result would

be obtained for the first integral in Eq. (6). Instead, it will be assumed

that a total pressure loss occurs that is associated with blade wakes and

P2 and U2 will be replaced by P02 + AP02 and U2 + AU2, respectively. Here

the bar represents the gap average of a quantity which varies rapidly in a

local region, such as the wake, but which has an otherwise slowly varying

rharacteristic. The variables AP0 2 and AU2 are local deviations from the

gap-averaged quantities and represent some measure of the loss, to be a

resolved in the analysis below. The first integral of Eq. (6) will now be

replaced by

YC P 2U2d y :fYC (P0 2 + APo2) (6p t AU2)dy 0020 2 T +fYC AP02AU2 dy
"bYt:) Yb,

- i~o2U r+ p q12X , (8) 

P020+ -pq,
2 Xl 0

-where X is an unsteady loss parameter (see below).

The unsteady loss parameter, X, is conceptually defined in Eqs. (8) as

the instantaneous gap-averaged deviation of exit total pressure during an

4 9



unsteady process. In a steady-state proces- a combination o, Bqs. (6),

(7), and (8) shows that X reverts to its traditional steady-state

definition,

2s (9)

Although the specific unsteaAy behavior of X is not known, experience has

shown that unsteady processes do not follow the steady characteristics, but

lag them by some appropriate time constant. Consequently, a hypothetical

first order lag model will :e chosen, as in Refs. 6 and 7,

COO(T  ax. (10)
U* at + X = X ss

where 0T is a dimensionless time constant associa~ed with the chordwise

convection of disturbances within the boundary layer and where U* is the

circumferpntial average of the axial velocity,

2 ude ll

(Note that 8 and y are both tangential coordinates.) This hypothetical

model will be used presently.

Consider next the rate of change of kinetic energy within the passage,

represented by the right hand side of Eq. (6). The square of the local

10



velocity can be rev'itten as 1
q2= U2 +V2 -UU( + ton 2 ) U sec2 (32)

where §(x,y,t ) is the local flow angle within the passage. Hence, the

volume integral becomes

5, ..... '' U sec Edydx (3at 0 Vl{x)

where y,(x) and Y2 (x) are the y-coordinates of blades ab and dc, respectively

(cf. Fig. 2). The evaluation of this integral depends on a number of

assumptions. First it is assumed that the f2.ow within each passage is mostly

one-dimensional. In other words, the assumption is made that variations

normal to the mean streamline through the passage are small, which implies

that separate gap averages of the integrand factors can be taken, or

,fcox~2(~)U'sec 'dy dx rfc x U sec2  dx (14)

0 y(x) 0

From 2'ove, ', is independent of x through the blade passage. Furthermore,

it will be assumed that U is slowly varying in the circumferential direction,

and in accordance with the convention established earlier, the gap-averaged

TT 0 1 tril .- nl,AA in, 44-a 1 #,al vr .,ei Ua,.,. 112 .,i.g -L;2 --. la .S . %

I
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removed from under the x-integral in Eq. (13), which now becomes

fat (Lr pjUJ s dv2 c ec-2 d (15)a at 2 2Pr U

Finally, the assumption of small gap to chord ratio will be made. Under

this assumption virtually all of the flow angle cbanges will take place in

the entrance region of each passage, the chordwse extent of which is small

compared with the chord, and the flow through the remainder of each passage

will behave like a channel flow (Ref. 8). Hence, the chordwise integral of

SEcc! ir Eq. (15) can be replaced by

/oOx seZ(d cax (-c- o sec (tmetaidX E =

where §wetal is the angle of the ba.ade camber line, commonly called the

metal angle, and where -m now represents a chordwise average. Furthermore,

this quantity is independent of time by virtue of its channel-like behavior,

so Eq. (15) becomes

mau (17).k. (jpq)dv 2 PT CoxmX 2U-T a POC0 Xamt

When 'Fos. (7). (8), and (17) are substituted into Eq. (6) the result is

P02-PO = A: =  - q - " )
au (18)

12



(which is equivalent to Eq. (9) in Ref. 7). Once again Bernoulli's equation

will be used at both inlet and exit planes,

=o PI 2 tSP, -2"P (19)

P0 2 P2+-2-p2
2

Here a specific notation for gap averaging is not necessary on P2 because in

the definition of P02 (Eqs. (8)) all of the local wake deficiencies have been

3umped together in the loss parameter, Y. Hence, both p2 an- q2 can be

regarded as slowly va.ling quantities and can be represented by local values.

It was stated earlier that the equation of continuity requires that the gap-

averaged axial velocity, U, be constant through the blade row. Thus "we may

write

U: q,sn/3,= q2 sin,n 2  (20)

Again, no specific gap averaging notation is necessary for 02 because its

value will be taken from a set oV gap-averaged correlatioo results such as

those in Ref. 9. With the introduction of Eqs. (19) and (20), Eq. (18) now

becomes

/ 2
sin d cu

22 t pq1\ 2p%2 X -p cc) a (21)

13
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APPLICATION OF BLADE ROW ANALYSIS

Before the blade row analysis was coupled with the flow field analysis

(see subsequent sections below) It was decided to test its validity by using

it to examine some of the experimental data previously analyzed in Ref. 1.

In this application the measured inlet conditions at the rotor face were

prescribed to determine rotor exit conditions, end the measured inlet condi-

tions at the stator face (i.e., the rotor exit conditions) were prescribed

to determine stator exit conditions. All of the quantities on the right hand

side of Eq. (21) were known or easily derived. For example, steady-state

loss and turning characteristics for the rotor and stator had been previously

determined experimentally and are shown in Fig. 3 versus inlet angle, 01.

The time derivative in Eq. (21) was rewritten in tetrms of rotor rotation

speed, 7/bt =a0/58 , and the loss coefficient time constant in Eq. (10)

was signed the value 0T = 1, in accordance with the measurements of Ref.

10. Tli. inlet angle, 01 , was then determined as a function of circumferen-

tial position, e , and Eq. (10) -was solved for x( e ) using Xss ( l(6)) as a

known input. Finall:y, the exit static pressures were calculated for both

rotor and ztator using Eq. (21).

Three spf.cific cases for 180 deg circumferential screens from Ref. 1

were examined and are presented in Figs. I, 5, and 6 f'or the mid flow, peak

pressure, and surgp conditions, respectively (cf. Figs. 18, 9, and 22 of

Ref. I). In esc.Y r these figures the square, triangular, and circularl1t



symbols denote measured rotor inlet, rotor exit, and stator exit pressures.

The solid curves aro the exit pressures predicted by Eq. (21). A comparison

with the results in Ref. 1 showed that Eq. (21) geuerally improved the cor-

relation with the experimental data. This is particularly true in the

prediction of the rotor exit pressure for the peak pressure condition as

shown in Fig. 7.

The apparent discrepancies for the stator prediction in all three cases

can be ascribed to a general inadequacy of the steady-state stator performance

data which had to be extrapolated to encompass the unsteady operating limits

during distorted operation. "jhje disagreement between predicted and measured

rotor pressure in Fig. 6 at the screen exit ( e 90 deg) is also believed

to be ascribab.e in part to a required extrapolation of re '-- performance

data. More importantly, the combination of deep stall penetration and

unsteady flow at the screen edge probr.bly caused a flow instability that was

not measureable it. detail with Il steady-state instrumentation used in this

cxperiment. Furthenore, use of Eq. (21) with spatially fixed input variables

can only yield spetially fixed exit predictions, and it will be shown in a

later section that a coupling between the flow field equations and Eq. (21)

leaea to both temporal anO spatial flow instabilities unatr conditions of

deep stall penetration. Crasequently it was felt that most of the observed

discrepancies in Figs. 4, 5, and 6 could be discounted, and that the agreement

between rotor exit pressure prediction and experiment, shown in Fig. 5, was

significant and provided the required validation of Eq. (21).

5- 15



A w loser examinaton of the effects of individual terms in Eq. (21)

was performed and the results are shown in Fig. 8. As before the measured

data are denoted by the circled points, and the theory, using Eq. (21) with

T = 1, is shown by the solid line. The quasi-steady theory, using the

cascade correlations of Fig. 3, is shown as a dashed line. This prediction

was obtained from Eq. (21) by setting X = Xss and PCax -mBU/ at - O.

Fially, a theoretical curve including unsteady loss but neglecting the

kinetic energy of the flow within the passage, denoted by the dash-dot

curve, was obtained by setting oT = 1 in Eq. (10) and suppressing the last

term of Eq. (21). Figure 8 shows that unsteady terms must be included in the

anplysis to properly model the fluid dynamics of inlet distortion. It also

shows that for the specific case examined here the unsteady kinetic energy

term has a greater influence on the results than the unsteady loss. (The

difference between the dashed and the dash-dot curves is the contribution of

the unsteady loss, and the difference between the dash-dot and the solid

curves is that of the unsteady kinetic energy within the blade passage.)

However, it will be shown in a later section that the unsteaay loss term has

a significant effect on flow stability and rotating stall.

16



TWO-DIMENSIONAL FLOW FIELD ANALYSIS

The analytical model to predict the aerodynamic response of an isolated,

high hub-tip ratio axial compressor blade row, subjected to an upsteam

velocity distortion, is based on the assumptions that (1) the flow field is

incaipressible and inviscid and (2) the inlet velocity distortion is

Jndejendent of radial position. The second assumption allows the analysis

-co be developed in the tvo-dimensional cascade plane. This is shown

schematically in Fig. 9, which represents the flow field ahead of and

behind an axial compressor blade row, unwrapped tangentially and projected

onto a two-dim.ensional plane. The lines ABC and DEF represent a common

axial trace in the three-dimensional compressor system, and th.. correspon-

dece imposes a periodic boundary condition on the flow; viz., it is required

that any flow particle leaving (or entering) the region through line ABC must

enter (or leave) the region through line DEF with the same vector velocity.

A distorted inlet flow is prescribed along the inlet boundary AD, and a

constant static exit pressure condition is imposed at exit boundary OF. The

blade row represented by the line BE is modelled as a semi-actuator disk

across which there is a change in the flow direction as well as a change in i

the total. pressure.

17



The flow field upstream and downstream of the blade row will satisfy

the incompressible, time-dependent, two-dimensional Euler equations of

motion,

au au au t p
-T Tu + v -- - x(22)

v --T +V _w ap (23)

+uX y P ay

and the equation of continu(ty,

-au +av -0(4

Tr

av au (9
ax dy (25)

is the normal component of vorticity, then these equations can be combined to

yield the vorticity transport equation (cf. Ref. 11)

- + U- v - :o (26)
t ax~ ay

For an inviscid flow upstream and downstream of the blade row this equation

implies a constant vorticity along any material line in the flow, excluding

the blade row itself. Equation (26) is hyperbolic which implies that

18



vortIcity can only be crented at the boundaries of the designated flcw

field. Thus, with reference to Fig. 9, vorticity can only be created

along the inlet plane boundary, AD, the actuator disk, BE, and the exit

plane boundary CF In particular, the creation of vorticity associated

with reverse flow at the actuator disk, BE, is admissible in this solution.

This means that the rotating stall phenomenon, which can be accompanied by

local regions of reverse flow, is not excluded from this analytical model.

The creation of vorticity at this boundary is governed by the interactions

of the flow field equations developed in this section and the pressure rise

boundary condition across BE determined in an earlier section. It will be

shown later that the specification of the form of the inlet distortion at

the entrance plane AD provides the necessary information for the specifica-

tion of vorticity along this boundary. It is not possible to establish any

rational cirterion for the specification of vorticity at the exit plane.

MTis would be necessary only if a region of reverse flow at the actuator

disk BE extended domstream far enough to penetrate the boundary CF. Under

these circumstances either the case under consideration could be regarded as

invalid or the boundary CF could be moved further downstream to avoid the

reverse flow region. However, in all of the cases considered herein there

were no detectable regions of reverse flow and it is considered unlikely that

such problems will arise In the vicinity of the exit plane boundary.



The assumption that the flow field is incompressible and two-dimensional

in the cascade plane allows the introduction of a stream function, , which

is related to the axial and tangential velocity components by the equations

U: a 4 (27)

A combination of Eqs. (25) and (27) yields the expression

+ (28)
a. y2

The final flow field equations that will be needed for this solution

involve the relationships between the total pressure at any point in the

flow field and the other fluid properties at that point. From Egs. (22)

through (25) (or from Ref. i1) these relationships take the form

a O Vt (29)
at ax -

a- ( P:O u (30)

a t +~ T PL

which are essentially the axial and tangential momentum equations.

A simultaneous Solution of Eqs. (20) and (28 ........ th.

appropriate boundary conditions will yield the velocity field upstream and

downstream of the blade row, and the total pressure field can be obtained by

20
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Integrating Eqs. (29) and (30). When these equations are combined with

Eqs. (19) and (21) for the blade row pressure rise the result comprises

the desired nonlinear, coupled set of equations, valid for large disturbances,

and including nonlinear loss and unsteady flow effects.

21-
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NUMF7RICAL PROCEDURE AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The numerical procedure employed in this study is a standard center

differencing method for the stream function equation, (28), and Arkawa's

vorticity conservation algorithm (Ref. 12) and the Crank-Nicholson scheme

(Ref. 13) to solve Eq. (26). The usual procedur, is to prescribe a distor-

tion at t - 0 at the inlet plane, AD, and to maintain it at the inlet for

all later times. This implies a tacit assumption that the inlet plane is

"ar enough upstream to be unaffected by the presence of the blade row at

BF. At each time step over t 2 0 the propagation of the disturbance through

the flow field is computed subject to a simultaneous satisfaction of all

boundary conditions. The computation is terminated either when a steady

state condition is achieved or, in the case of an unsteady downstream

solution, when such a solution becomes periodic. (The latter is characteris-

tic of rotating stall.) Each of the boundary conditions will now be des-

('ribed In detail.

Inlet Conditions

The circumferential distortion profile is prescribed at the inlet plane

AD by specifying the functional form of the stream function,

,()t AD(31)
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Note that this specification is one-dimensional (i.e., independent of x at

this point) and that it can have a time dependency. From Eqs. (28) and (31),

the vorticity along AD can be computed using

rx I : - a I xyt ~ ~ )(2
xOtAO ay2  x atAO

Flow Periodicity

It was noted in an earlier section that flow entering (or leaving)

along the line ABC must disappear (or reappear) in the same form and dis-

tribution along the line DEF. This is expressed by the periodicity condi-

tions

oxy' (xOy1t (33)
C(KxIyt) Iayot oEF, Y y at ABC

and

y Ot DEF ?y t ABC

I
where Q* is the axial flow rate through the entire flow field,

where RM is the mean radius of the annulus.
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Pressure Rise Across Actuator Disk

The expression for the pressure rise across the actuator disk, based

on unsteady blade passage characteristics, is given in Eq. (18). A

comparable equation for total pressure across the blade row may be obtained

by rewriting Eq. (30) in the form

_4 (io) 0v 4k + t? -u, (36)TY k 7-1 ayD a t -a"t U~

When Eq. (18) is differentiated with respect to y it can be combined with

Eq. (36) to eliminate the pressures, and the result is

where U = U 1  U2 by continuity. Analogous to Eq. (20) (or from Fig. 2) we

can write

v2: utan)3,o (a) (38)

so Eq. (37) finally becomes

aVI (U ton=_ 4K a (aqX - ¢= +U r 39
a t , y dya? :01~

This equation raates the velocity field immediately upstream of the blade

row to the change in vorticity across the blade row. it is expressed in

24



finite difference form by approximating the time derivatives by a forward

difference scheme and the spatial terms by a central difference approxima-

tion.

Vorticity at Blade Row Exit Plane

A combination of Eqs. (27) and (28), evaluated at the blade row exit

plane (station 2) yields

v 8V2 8u (40)
t2 ax ay

and again using Eq. (38),

t2 (U tone,)_..U (4i)

which must be satisfied by the vorticity at the blade row exit plane.

Flow Field at Exit Plane

The final boundary condition states that the static pressure is

constant along the flow field exit plane, CF. From Eq. (23) this is given

by

v+ Uav+ av 0 (42)
X Ot CF
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COUPLED PLOW FIELD AND BLADE ROW ANALYSIS

The combination of flow field and blade passage solutions described in

the previous two sections was programmed for the UARL UNIVAIC 3.108 digital

compater and a number of cases were examined. In this portion of the study

the system geometry and the loss and turning characteristics were identical

to those in Ref. 7.

A cosine wave inlet velocity distortion was chosen for the first cases

examined, given by the formula (U-U*)/U* - -0.3ccse. It has a magnitude

equal to 30 percent of the undistorted velocity (based on the circumferential

axial velocity average, U*) and is imposed i blade row circumferences upstream

of the blade row. This is shown as the dashed line in Fig. 10 for an inlet

angle of O1= 42 deg. Also shown in this figure is the axial velocity dis-

tribution at the rotor inlet at a dimensionless time t* - 2.94 after the

imposition of the distortion. (Note that when t* E Qt/2n - 1 the rotor has

made 1 revolution.) The same steady-state distribution was obtained for all

values of t* after the passage of the initial transient. This figure shows

that the distortion pattern is attenuated axially and shifted circumferen-

tially in the direction of rotation by the presence of the downstream blade

row. At this inlet angle the rotor blade incidence angle i. VCl-a the stall

[le n - 35 d and no flow n4nability ls present. (Note that the

incidence angle can be defined as the difference between the blade row

stagger angle and the inlet angle, t - 1 In this case p= 63-5
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deg so 01 42 deg in F4g. 9 corresponds to Y a 21.5 deg and the stalling

angle 0 - 35 deg is equivalent to o - 28.5 deg.)

Thne effect of increasing incidence angle is shown in Figa. 1 through 13

for the same cosine wave distortion. In the cases examined here the flow

rate was held constant and the wheel speed was increased. This has the

effect of decreasing 0, and, hence, increasing ot. In Fig. 11 a 2 deg

increase in incidence angle causes a significant flow instability to occur

in the low velocity region (270 deg < e < 360 deg), as evidenced by the

lack of repeatability for the three values of t* selected for this figure.

The instability appears to be attenuated as the high velocity region is

approached, but the velocity profiles are not completely repeatable -- they

merely exhibit similar behavior as the high velocity region is approached.

In Fig. 12, for a = 25.5 deg, the unsteadiness is much more pronounced

and now persists over a larger region of the circumference. It should be

noted that the fluctuation in velocity at the blade row in the 1W velocity

region is now of the same order of magnitude as -he original velocity distor-

tion. Specifically, note the change in the nor malized axial velocity for

t* a 2.42 and t* - 2.90 at 8 - 270 deg. As before, the unsteadiness appears

to attenuate as the high velocity region is approached.

Finally, in Fig. 13, we have what appears to be a completely unsteady

flow which persists over the entire circumference. Waves are formed at the

inlet face which propagate nonuniformly in the direction of rotation but at

a fract lon (averaging ) of rotor speed, indicative of rotating stall. This
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is shown in more detail in Fig. 14 which is, a computer-generated plot for

the came case as in Fig. 13. The horizontal axis is again circumferential

position and the verticei axis is both normalized velocity and nondimensional

time. The first curve (at the bottom of the figure), denoted "cosine wave"

is the original distortion imposed i circumference upstream of the blade row.

The remaining curves are the velocity profiles at the blade row inlet taken

at a neries of values of t* which Increases from bottom to top. This pseudo-

three-dimensional figure shows the formation of a velocity deficiency In the

low velocity region which propagates in the direction of rotation (to the

left) and attenuates as it passes through the high velocity region, only to

reappear and strengthen again in the low velocity region.

It should be noted that in Ref. 7, which analyzed this blade row geometry

with no inlet distortion, rotating stall first occurred at 01 = 35 deg or

= 28.5 deg, which is a higher incidence angle than any shown here. With

the imposition of a 30 percent distortion the first evidence of rotating

stall Is found in Fig. 12 for c = 25.5 deg and, to some extent in Fig. 11

for a = 23.5 deg. Thus, the presence of an inlet distortion serves to reduce

the equivalent steady-state incidence angle at which rotating stall occurs,

In this case by as much as 5 degrees. The analysis predicts the same effect

as that observed In rotor experiments; namely, the stable operating range of

the rotor is reduced by the presence of an inlet distortion.

The influence of the unsteady kinetic energy term within the blade

passage is examined in Figs. 15 and 16 by setting Cax/2- RM 0. This has
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the effect of eliminating the entire kinetic energy term in Eq. (21).

The same upstream cosine wave distortion was used as in Fig. 10. A com-

parison of Figs. 10 and 15 for cv= 21.5 deg and Figs. 13 and 16 for &

27.5 deg shows that the absence of the kinetic energy term has virtually no

effect on the predicted velocity profile at both low and high incidence

angles. This is in apparent contradiction with the results described

earlier in the section entitled Application of Blade Row Analysis, in which

the kinetic energy effect was dominant. However, in the earlier results the

rotor blade row was preceded by inlet guide vanes which retarded the circum-

ferential attenuation of the relatively sharp edged distortion. Hence, the

fctor bU/ at in Eq. (21) was important in this application of the analysis

and, accordingly, so was the kinetic energy. In the present case the cosine

wave has a much smaller circumferential gradient to begin with, and the axial

attenuation further reduces the influence of the velocity time derivative,

U/ at.

Next, a steeper and narrower distortion pattern was examined, shown by

the dashed line in Fig. 17. In this case the wheel speed, 0 , and the average

axial velocity, U*, were the same as in Fig. 10. This time the distortion

cosine wave extended only over the range 90 deg < 8 < 270 deg, a.d was

flat elsewhere (i.e., this was a half-wave 180 deg distortion). This is
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given by

_ 0.15, 05_.< 90deg, 270deg __ 8 _< 36odegu-u* (43
0.3COS2 - - 0.15 , 9odeg< <- 270deg

This waveform and the full circumference wave used earlier both have the

same circumferentially averaged mean value of axial velocity and both have

the same peak-to-peak amplitude.

It is readily seen that this distortion, extending over only 180 deg

of the circumference, has a higher harmonic frequency content than the

previous distortion which extended over the full 360 deg of circumference.

In Fig. 17, for t* = 2.94, the peak-to-peak distortion at the blade row

inlet (solid curve) is smaller in magnitude than in Fig. 10. It is believed'

that this amplitude attenuation takes place because the inertia of the flow

field prevents a rapid response to the higher harmonics. In effect, the

fluid inertia behaves as a low pass filter, permitting the response to

follow the lower harmonics of the upstream distortion but suppressing the

response at the higher harmonics. As before, the distortion at the blade

row inlet is shifted in the direction of rotation.

Figures 18 and 19 show the effect of increasing incidence. Again the

flow instability or rotating stall develops in the low velocity region and

attenuates in the high velocity region; with the effect becoming more

pronounced as a is increased. However, this time the instability is unable

to grow as before around the entire circumference, even at the highest
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inctdenc2 angle, probably because of the inertia effects cited above.

Finally, in Fig. 20, the effect of suppressing the kinetic energy

term is again examined for this higher relative frequency by setting

Cax/2n RM = 0. The upper curve is for low incidence, y - 21-5 deg, and

the lower curve is for high incidence, a - 27-5 deg. A comparison of

the upper part of Fig. 20 with Fig. 17 for 0 - 21.5 deg, and the lower

part of Fig. 20 with Fig. 19 for t - 27.5 deg again shows a minimal in-

fluence of the kinetic energy term on velocity response. Here it is

believed that, although the initial distortion is steeper than before, the

axial attenuation that takes place at the blade row inlet reduces the

contribution of the factor BU/ bt to approximately the same level as in

the full circumference distortion.
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of this investigation are as follows:

1) A nonlinearj large disturbance theory has been developed which

couples, Interactively, the flow through the blade passages of a turbo-

-'ichine bladc row and the flow through the surrounding field.

2) The theory predicts the degradation of the stable operating range

of an isolated rotor due to the presence of an upstream distortion.

3) Use of thie uncoupled blade passage theory shows that for a sharp-

edged, unattenuated distortion the kinetic energy term is dominant.

4) Use of the coupled theory and cosine wave distortions shows that

the kinetie energy term is less important because of the reduced circum-

ferential gradient of velocity and that the dominant effects arise from the

inclusion of total pressure loss and from the coupling between blade row

pressure changes and flow field vorticity changes. However, if sharp velocity

vradients exist, the kinetic energy term would probably contribute strongly

in these re~Ions of high gradient.

The conclusions reached in the course of this study are as follows:

1) The predicted degradation of the stable operating range of a single

blade row due to the presence of an axial distortion is of the same order as

the available measured results from multistage machines.

2) At low incidence angles an upstream axial distortion is attenuated

spatially as it approaches a blade row, and the flow through the blade row
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remains stable.

3) At high incidence angles an upstream axial distortion having a

circumferentiu., wave length equal to the annular _irc7.aerence will produce

disturbances in the region of the blade row which are amplified axially in

the low velocity region and attenuated in the high velocity region.

4) These disturbances propagate circumferentially as a rotating stall

in the direction of rotation at approximately one-half the wheel speed of

the rotor.

i] 5) An upstream axial distortion which occupies one-half the annular

circumference will be attenuated more than the longer wave length distortion

because the inertia of the fluid restricts the response capabilities of the

fluid system to higher harmonics.

6) For the one-half circumference distortion at high incidence angles

the tendency for the creation of rotating stall cells is reduced.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

A Area, ft2

Cax Axial component of blade chord, ft

f Functional form of vorticity, (ft/sec)/ft

g Functional form of stream function, ft2/sec

n Unit normal vector

p Static pressure,b/ft2

Po Total pressure, lb/ft2

APO Total pressure loss, lb/ft
2

q Resultant velocity, ft/sec

Q Flow rate through blade passage, ft3/sec

Axial flow rate through entire flow field, ft3/sec

RM Mean radius of blade row annulus, ft

t Time, see

t* Dimensionless time, Q t/2 !
U Axial velocity, ft/sec

U* Circumferential average of Axial velocity, ft/see

V Volume, ft3

V Tangental velocity, ft/sec

x Axial coordinate, ft

y Tangential coordinate, ft

Cascade Incidence angle, - 0i, deg
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LI~r oFr Symm~s (continued)

IT Dimensionless time constant

01, 02 Inlet and exit flow angles, deg

Cascade stagger angle, deg

4" Vorticity, (ft/aec)/ft

0 Circumferential coordinate, rad or deg

Local flow angle within blade passage, rad

metal Local angle of blade camber line, rad

-- Chordvise average of blade camber line angle

P Fluid density, lb sec2/ft4

a Stall angle parameter, ratio of instantaneous incidence

angle to stall angle

7 Tangential gap, ft

x Unsteady loss parameter

Xss Steady-state loss parameter

Stream function, ft2/sec

0 Rotor wheel speed, rad/sec

Special symbols, superscripts and subscripts

V2  
Laplacian operator

Gap average

Blade row inlet plane

( ) 2 Blade row exit plane
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FIG. 2

BLADE ROW COORDINATE SYSTEM AND FLOW PARAMETERS

STATION STATION
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FIG. 3

STEADY-STATE LOSS AND TURNING CORRELATIONS
FOR ROTOR AND STATOR BLADE ROWS
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FIG. 4
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FIG. 5
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FIG. 6
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FIG. 7
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FIG. 8
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FIG. 9
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FIG, 10

[1 EFFECT OF COUPLING ON 360 DEG COSINE WAVE DISTORTION INCLUDING KINETIC ENERGY

TERM FOR /1 =42 DEG
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FIG, 11

EFFECT OF COUPLING ON 360 DEG COSINE WAVE DISTORTION INCLUDING KINETIC ENERGY

TERM FOR 61 40 DEG
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FIG. 12

EFFECT OF COUPLING ON 360 DEG COSINE WAVE DISTORTION INCLUDING KINETIC ENERGY
TERM FOR 1 = 38 DEG
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FIG. 13

EFFECT OF COUPLING ON 360 DEG COSINE WAVE DISTORTION INCLUDING KINETIC ENERGY

TERM FOR J31 =36 DEG
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FIG. 14

PROPAGATION OF ROTATING STALL USING FULLY COUPLED SOLUTION FOR 360 DEG
COSINE WAVE DISTORTION, 1 36 DEG
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FIG. 15

EFFECT OF COUPLING ON 360 DEG COSINE WAVE DISTORTION WITH KINETIC ENERGY

TERM SUPPRESSED FOR0 1 =42 DEG
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FIG. 16

EFFECT OF COUPLING ON 360 DEG COSINE WAVE DISTORTION WITH KINr'TIC ENERGY TERM
SUPPRESSED FOR 31 36 DEG
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FIG. 17

EFFECT OF COUPLING ON 180 DEG COSINE WAVE DISTORTION INCLUDING KINETIC ENERGY
TERM FOR I 42 DEG
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FIG. 18

EFFECT OF COUPLING ON 180 DEG COSINE WAVE DISTORTION INCLUDING KINETIC ENERGY

TERM FOR 0i 40 DEG AND = 38 DEG
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FIG. 19

EFFECT OF COUPLING ON 120 DEG COSINE WAVE DISTORTION INCLUDING KINE71C ENERGY

TERM FOR 01 - 3 DEG
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FIG. 20

EFFECT OF COUPLING ON 180 DEG COSINE WAVE DISTORT!ON WITH KINETIC ENERGY TERM
SUPPRESSED FOR /1 =42 DEG AND P1 = 36 DEG
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